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The Beth definability theorem cannot be refined to provide bounds on the 
complexity of an explicit definition effectively from the given implicit definition, 
even if the implicit definitions are assumed to be universal. There is no bound 
on the complexity of an explicit definition even if the implicit definition is 
assumed to consist of four universalized equations. 
We begin with a careful statement of what we will call the (X, Y, Z)- 
definability theorem. 
A relational type is a set X of constant, relation, and function symbols. 
An X-formula is a formula in the first-order predicate calculus with 
identity, whose only nonlogical symbols are in X. An X-structure 
consists of a nonempty domain D together with interpretations of the 
symbols in X on D. If 6I! is a structure and X is a relational type, then 
ax is the structure obtained by simply deleting, from a, the interpreta- 
tions of the nonlogical symbols not in X. We write T /== #, or y /= #, to 
indicate that every model of T, or y, is a model of #. 
The (X, Y)-definability theorem states the following. Let X, Y be 
disjoint finite relational types, X u Y C 2. Let $ be a Z-formula. 
Suppose that for all Z-structures GZ, 99 /== #, if GZ?r = g’x then 02 = .!Z?. 
Then for each constant symbol c E Y, each n-ary relation symbol R E Y, 
and each function symbol F E Y, there are X-formulas A,(+), 
&?(*1 ,--.7 xn), and CF(*~ ,.--, *, , x,+~ ) with only the free variables shown, 
such that # + (xr = c t) &(x1)) & (R(x, ,..., xn) t) B,(x, ,..., xn)) & 
W 1 ,**-, *,) = x,+1 f-f C&I ,*--, *, , x,+1))* 
We will also consider the following weak form of the (X, Y, Z)- 
definability theorem, which we will refer to as the weak (X, Y, Z)- 
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definability theorem. Let X, Y be disjoint finite relational types, 
X u Y C 2. Let q be an X-formula and 4 be a Z-formula. Suppose that 
for all X-structures a + v there is a unique Z-structure G7 /= $ with 
gx = 02. Then for each constant symbol c E Y, each n-ary relation 
symbol R E Y, and each function symbol FE Y, there are X-formulas 
A,(x,), BR(xl ,..., xn), and CF(xl ,..., x,, x,+J with only the free variables 
shown, such that &I, #) /== (x1 = c t, AXx,)) & (R(x, ,..., xn) t, 
&(x1 ,‘.‘> xn)) & (F(x, 9..., Xn) = x,+1 tf C&1 >**-> x, , x,+1)). 
There is one further weakening that we shall consider. By the super- 
weak (X, Y, Z)-definability theorem, we shall mean the weak (X, Y, Z)- 
definability theorem restricted to tautologous v. 
In the usual formulations of Beth’s theorem, 2 = X u Y. We will 
write (X, Y) instead of (X, Y, X U Y). 
The (X, Y, Z)-definability theorem (and hence the weak and super- 
weak definability theorems) are partial effectively true, in the sense that 
there is a partial recursive function which takes gijdel numbers of v 
obeying the hypotheses of the theorem into gijdel numbers of formulas 
obeying its conclusions. In [2] it is shown that there is no such total 
recursive function. Actually, what is shown there is somewhat stronger: 
There is none that takes such numbers into a bound on the number of 
symbols needed to write down formulas obeying the conclusion. In [l] 
it is shown that one cannot obtain, even recursively, a bound on the 
number of quantifier alterations needed. This paper is devoted to a 
number of improvements of that result in [l]. 
The n,, formulas, and the Co formulas, are just the quantifier free 
formulas. The n,,, formulas are the n, and C, formulas together with 
the formulas of the form (‘4~~) e** (VyJ(A), where A is a C, formula. 
The &r formulas are the n, and C, formulas together with the 
formulas of the form (Sy,) *.a (3yyk)(A), where A is a n, formula. 
For every set T of formulas, let L?(T) be the set of all nonlogical 
symbols appearing in T. 
We say that 0Z is an w-structure, or w-model just in case the relational 
type of Q! includes 0, ‘, the domain of C!! is w, 0 is interpreted as 0, and ’ is 
interpreted as the sucessor function. 
Let T,, consist of the formulas ~(x’ = 0), x’ = y’ -+ x = y, x + 0 = x, 
x + y’ = (x + y)‘, x - 0 = 0, x - y’ = (x - y) + x, P(0) = 0, P(x’) = x, 
XI0 = 0, xry’ = P(x 2 y), Py(0) = 0, Py(x’) = 0’ - Py(x), x = 
w + iHx)> + ~YW <X> Y> = 4 ((x + Y) * (x + Y) + (0” * x + Y)), 
((x),, (x)1) = x, (x, y) = (z, w) -+(x = x&y = w), x # 0 4 P(x)’ = x, 
(x~y=O&y-x=O)-+x=y. 
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LEMMA 1. Let 9(T0) C X, and let T be any finite set of X-formulas 
such that T k T,, , and T has an w-model. Then there is a jinite Y 3 X 
and aJinite set T* of quantiJier free Y-formulas such that 
(i) T* /== T, and T” has an u-model. 
(ii) Every element of Y - X is a function symbol. 
(iii) For n-ary F E Y - X, there is an X-formula y(xl ,..., x, , x,+J 
such that T* /= F(x, ,..., x,) = x,+~ t) y(xl ,..., x, , x,+~). 
Proof. Let S, be a set of prenex X-sentences such that T + S, , 
S, /= T. Suppose S, has been defined. Construct A’,,, as follows. For 
each sentence in S, of the form (VyJ +*I (Vy,)(3y)(QwI) *** (Qw,)(A( y1 ,..., 
Yn , x, w1 ,--*> w,)), where 1 < n, 0 < r, A is quantifier free, introduce 
;; niarr(.mction syn~F;l F and put the sentences (Vy,) *** (Vy3(QwJ *.* 
19-*-P Yn), Wl Y-*-P !A (VYl) *a- P’Y~)(-Qwd -** 
(-~wJ(A~~~*,?~~~ , z, w1 ,..., PO,) + F(y, ,..., yJ : z = 0) in S,,, . 
Here -Q is given by -V = 3, --El = V. Take T* = Uk S, stripped of 
all quantifiers. 
We will call a formula &&), 0 < n, just in case it is a prenex 
5?( T,,)-formula with exactly n quantifiers, beginning with an existential 
(universal) quantifier. 
LEMMA 2. There is a jinite set TI + T, of formulas such that 
(a) v(Sb(x, Y, 4, y) = x, u # Y - WWx, Y, 4, u> = W, u), 
Rh(D(x)) = P@(x)), Rh(x) # 0 + (E(x) v U(x)), E(x) - -U(x), 
(H(x, y) & H(x, 2)) 4-y = x, x : K = 0 t) WiGk x = i, are consequences 
OfTI. 
(b) Rk(%) = E, Q(g) = f, D(5) = p7 E(g), U(f), Tr(S, x) +-+ 
~,(~(X, O),..., q% Q), H( - e, x e, x = Z, are consequences of TI , provided ) 
n is the gadel number of a 2: or n: DEp(T,,)-formula 4, $ begins with 
either (3~~) or (Vx,), p is the giidel number of the result of deleting the 
leading quantifier (3x$) or (VxJ f rom 
n: Z’(T,)-formula, ~(x,, ,..., 
4, q is the gadel number of some 
x,J is a quantijier free 9( To)-formula with 
all free variables shown and g6del number s, ~~(0) t in exactly t steps. 
(c) There are S(T,,)-f ormulas -4(x, y), 4(x, 3% 4(x, r>, 4(x), 
4(x>, -4,(x, Y), 4x, y), 4(x, Y, 4, A&, y, x, w) such that R44 = Y ++ 
~x,Y), QW = Y * 4% Y), D(x) = Y t+ 4(x9 Y>, E(x) - 4(X), 
u(x) f-) &(x), ‘Wx, y) - 4,(x, Y), Wx, Y) f-) A& Y), J’(x, Y) = x - 
4(x, Y, 4, Sb(x, Y, -4 = w t) A,(x, y, z, w), are in TI . 
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(4 g( Tl) = =W7J u {C, D, E, u, Tr, fh K S). 
(e) TI has an w-model. 
Proof. Choose TI to be a suitable fragment of Peano arithmetic, 
together with suitable explicit definitions of new symbols. 
Now let Tz be the TI* given by Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. T, is a Jinite set of quanti$ier free formulas, T2 /= TI , 
-W TJ C y( T,h and T2 has an w-model. Furthermore, every atomic 
SY( T,)-formula is, provably in T, , equivalent to a 9( T,J-formula. 
Proof. Clear from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
For each e we introduce the set of sentences K(e) consisting of 
(1) Ts- 
(2) WC 4. 
(3) Sat(x, y) -+ I&(x) I c = 0. 
(4) Rk(x) = 0 -+ (Sat(x, y) t) Tr(x, y)). 
(5) (Rk(x) # 0 & Rk(x) - c = 0 & E(x)) -+ (Sat(x, y) f-) (3x) 
@ww> WY9 WY 4))). 
(6) (Rk(x) # 0 & Rk(x) 1 c = 0 & U(x)) + (Sat(x, y) t) (Vz) 
(sat(m)> WY9 !a), 4N 
LEMMA 4. There is a number p such that the following is true. If 
~~(0) f in exactly k + p steps, then 
(i) for .9( T,)-structures 0t /= T, , there is a unique 9(T,)- 
structure .9? + K(e) with B2(T2) = a; 
(ii) for each Ck: 2’(T.J-f ormula ~(x, y), we have K(e) + +x) 
(‘drwt(x? Y> 4+ YJ(% Y))i 
(iii) K(e) has an w-model. 
Proof. Choose p to be such that the second part of Lemma 3 holds 
with & JZ’( T,,)-f ormulas. Then use a diagonal argument for (ii), 
together with the fact that every C, 9(T,)-formula is, provably in T,, , 
equivalent to a & formula. 
LEMMA 5. For each e one can effectively associate a consistent quantifier 
free formula T(e) such that 
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(i) ze( T2) C g(T(e)), g( T(e)) = z(T(n)); 
(ii) if ~~(0) f in exactly h + p steps, then for Z(T(e))-structures 
Of, &? + T(e), ifa9(T,) = g9tT2) then Gl = g; 
(iii) there is an R E 9( T(e)) - L?( T,) such that for all Ck -Itp( T,)- 
formulas C(x, y), we haae T(e) /= +x)(Vy)(R(x, y) t+ C(x, y)). 
Proof. Take T(e) to be the conjunction of the set K(e)* given by 
Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 1. There are disjoint $nite relational types X, Y, and R E Y 
such that the following holds. For each recursive function p on o, there is a 
consistent quanti$er free X u Y-formula # such that 
(i) for X v Y-structures r2!, 9l /= #, if cpl, = gx then 12 = ~3; 
(ii> for an Cd&)) X-formulas C(x, y), we have $ /= -(Vx)(Vy) 
(R(% Y) * C(x, Yb 
Proof. Let p be given. Since the halting problem is unsolvable, let 
e, k be such that ~~(0) t in exactly K + p steps, and p(#(T(e))) < h. 
Now just apply Lemma 5, and take $ = T(e). 
COROLLARY 1. There are disjoint $nite relational types X, Y, such 
that the following holds. There is no recursive function p on w, such that 
for all quantifier free X-f ormulas $ obeying the hypotheses of the (X, Y)- 
definability theorem, there are CD(a(ti)) formulas obeying its conclusion. 
Proof. The consistency of $ in Theorem 1 is needed to obtain this. 
LEMMA 6. For each K(e), one can flectively $nd a semantically 
equivalent x1 y(K(e))-formula L(e). 
Proof. Elementary quantifier manipulations. 
THEOREM 2. There are disjoint $nite relational types X, Y, R E Y, 
and a quantifier free X-formula q~, such that the following holds. For each 
recursive function p on w, there is a consistent Cl X v Y-formula 4 such that 
(i) for X-structures Ql /= rp, there is a unique XV Y-structure 
33 t= # with gx = a; 
(9 for d CDbdr)) X-formulas C(x,y), we huae {y,, #} k -(Vx)(Vy) 
(R(x9 Y> f-) C(+ Y)). 
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, using L(e), and using & (Z’s) 
for y. 
COROLLARY 2. There are disjoint finite relational types X, Y, and a 
quantij?er.free X-formula y, such that the following holds. There is no 
recursive function p on W, such that for all C1 X u Y-formulas z,b obeying 
the hypotheses of the weak (X, Y)-de$nability theorem, there are J$++)) 
formulas obeying its conclusion. 
LEMMA 7. For each K(e), one can effectively j%zd a C1 L?(K(e))- 
formula M(e), such that T2 + M(e) is semantically equivalent to K(e), 
and for 9’( T,)-structures GF? I# T, , there is a unique 9(M(e))-structure 
9I /= M(e) with azcT2) = L?!. 
Proof. Another quantifier manipulation. 
LEMMA 8. IfqJO) t in exactly k + p steps, then 
(i) for 9(T,)- t t s rut ures GI?, there is a unique A?(M(e))-structure 
529 I== We); 
(ii) for no Cr, 9( T,)-f ormula 9)(x, y), do we have M(e) + Sat(x, y)t, 
9-h Y>* 
Proof. From Lemmas 4 and 7. 
THEOREM 3. There are disjoint finite relational types X, Y, such that 
the following holds. There is no recursive function p on w, such that for all 
x1 X v Y-formulas $ obeying the hypotheses of the superweak (X, Y)- 
definability theorem, there are Cp(S(rL)) formulas obeying its conclusion. 
COROLLARY 3. There are disjoint finite relational types X, Y, 
X v Y C Z, and a quantiJier free X-formula q, such that the following 
holds. There is no recursive function p on w, such that for all quantiJier free 
Z-formulas $ obeying the hypotheses of the superweak (X, Y, Z)-definability 
theorem, there are &+(,)) formulas obeying its conclusion. 
We do not know whether Corollary 2 holds with C1 replaced by 
“quantifier free.” The strongest result that we have is that there is a 
quantifier free X-formula q~ and a quantifier free X v Y-formula 4, 
obeying the hypotheses of the weak (X, Y)-definability theorem, such 
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that no Ca or I’& formula obeys its conclusion. We presently give a 
proof of this. 
Let K, consist of the formulas -1 = 0, -x < x, x < y v y < x v 
x=y,(x<y&y<z) - x < 2, ((x)0 , (x)1) = x9 (x, Y> = (6 wo> - 
(x = z&y = w), (-R(x, y, x) & -JR(X) w, z)) - y = w, A(x, z) - 
(a < (4, - (F(a, x, 4 < (4 & -Rtu, (4 7 +I, -4, 4 + (G(x, z) < 
(x)0 & (y < (x)1 - R(G(x, 4, Y, 4>>, B(x, 4 - (Htx, 4 < (x)o & 
-(R(H(x, x), (x)~, z)>, 4x, 4 - (a < txJo - R(a, (4, 4). Here 
x < y abbreviates x < y v x = y. 
LEMMA 9. The following are provable in K, : A(x, z) f-f (Vu < (x),,) 
(jr < (x)1) t-w4 y, 4), B(x, 4 ++ @a < tx),)(-R(~, (x)1 9 4). 
Proof. F, G, H were introduced as Skolem functions for this purpose. 
Now let Kl consist of K, together with the formulas L(x) = 0 ---f 
(q(q~)), , y, 4 & 4(4,4 & B(q% 4), Jw # 0 -44 = 0, t-w & 
A(% x) & Bfx, z)) - -R((x)* , J(% x), z), (L(x) # 0 a.5 -(A(% x) & 
B(x, z))) - J(x, 2) = 0, L(z) = 0 - J(x, z) = 0, L(x) = 0 v L(z) = 1. 
LEMMA 11. K, +L(z) = 0 * (~wYPw4i 3 Y> 4) & 4% 4 $5 
B(x, 2)). For 9(K,,)-structures a + K,, , there is a unique Y(Kl)- 
structure g /= Kl with BPtKO) = G!!. 
Proof. It is clear by Lemma 10 that I, J are uniquely determined from 
L. Since I, J are introduced as Skolem functions, L is determined as in 
the first half of the lemma. 
LEMMA 12. There is an 9(K,)-structure G? with domain o, in which 0, 
1 are interpreted us 0, 1, < as <, ( >, ( )0, ( )1, F, G, H, us certain recursive 
functions, A, B, us certain recursive relations, and R us a certain recursive 
relation in order that {z: (Zlx)(Vy)(R(x, y, 2))) be a complete Cx set of 
integers. 
LEMMA 13. 6Z + L(x) = 0 et @)(Vy)(R(x, y, 2)). 
Proof. Induction holds in 6Y. 
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LEMMA 14. For no n, or Cz 9(&J-formula p)(z, w) does Ot I= L(z) = 
w - P)(& 4. 
Proof. From the completeness of (z: a k L(z) = 01, and @ b 
L(z) = 0 v L(x) = 1. 
THEOREM 4. There are disjoint$nite relational types X, Y, a quanti$er 
free X-formula y’, and a quantifier free X u Y-formula $, such that the 
hypotheses of the weak (X, Y)-definability theorem hold, yet the conclusion 
does not hoEd for any Cz or nIz formulas. 
Theories that consist of only equations s = t, for terms s, t, are of 
special interest to universal algebraists. We now show that there is no 
bound on the number of alterations of quantifiers needed in the con- 
clusion of the (X, Y)-definability theorem, even if the $ satisfying its 
hypotheses is a finite conjunction of equations. 
As before, fix (x, y), (x)~, (x)~ t o b e recursive functions such that 
( ) is one-one, and ((x,), , (x)r) = x. For A C w, let Atfi) be the nth 
Turing jump of A, Ato) = A. 
Let F(a, ,..., a,), 2 < n, be a function on o. We let F+(a, ,.,., an& be 
the function given by F(a, ,..., an-z , F+(a, ,..., a,&, a,) = F(a, ,..., an-* , 
a, , F+(a, ,..., a,_,)) = a, . Such a function F+ may not exist, in which 
case F+ is considered undefined; if Ff exists then it is obviously unique. 
Take F*(a, ,..., an-J = (F+(ao ,..., an+J)0 . 
Let F(a, ,..., a& 0 < n, be a function on w. For K < n, let Fk* be 
defined byFO* = F*, F ck+r)* = (F”*)*. Note that (Fm”) is unary, if it exists. 
LEMMA 15. Let A C w, I < k, and let f be a k-ary function ni in A. 
Then there is a k + 2-ary function F < rA such that F+ = f. 
Proof. Define F by F(a, ,..., ak , ak) = ak ; F(a, ,..., ak , ak+l) = a, 
if a counterexample to f (a0 ,..., a&r) = ak appears before any counter- 
example to f (a0 ,..., ak-J = aLfl ; F(a, ,..., a, , ak+l) = ak+l if a 
counterexample to f(ao ,..., a& = akil appears before any counter- 
example to f (a0 ,..., ak-l) = ak . 
LEMMA 16. Let A C w, 1 < k, and let G be a k-ary function recursive 
in A(l). Then there is a k + 2-ary function F < TA such that F* = G. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 15 and the fact every function 
recursive in /I(l) is the result of composing some function ni in A with 
( 10. 
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LEMMA 17. Let A C w, 0 < n, and let h be a unary function recursive 
in A(lz). Then there is a 2n + I-ary function F < TA such that Fn* = h. 
Proof. By induction on n. The basis case n = 0 is trivial. Suppose 
this is true for n. Let h be a unary function recursive in A(“+l). Then 
h < T(A’l))‘? B y induction hypothesis, let G be a 2n + 1-ary function, 
G < TA(1), with Gn* = h. By Lemma 16, let F be a 2n + 3-ary function 
with F < TA and F* = G. Then Fn+l* = (F’)“* = Gn’ = h, and we 
are done. 
Let X0 be the relational type (( ), ( )0 , ( )r). For 0 < n, we let X, be 
the relational type consisting of X,, together with the (2n + 1 - 2k)-ary 
Fka, Gkn, for 0 < k < n. 
Let S consist of the equations F,“(x,, ,..., xpn) = G,“(x, ,..., xZn), 
Gk”(xo ,***y X2n-2k) = (Fk”(xo >“*> ~2n-&)o 9 Fk+l(xo >***y ~gn-2k 3 
W@o ,..., ~2n-2kh X2n-2k+2) = Fk+l(x~ P***Y X2n-2k P X2n-2k+2 Y 
Gkn(% >--.> X.&+2,$)) = XZn-ak+a . Let s, , 0 < n, be the portion of s 
involving only symbols from X, . 
LEMMA 18. Let 0 < n. Then for all X,-structures GZ, g + S, , if 
then a = 39. In addition, there is no C or l-j 
~$On~f~~~?‘~(x, y) such that S, + (Vx)(Vy)(G,“(x)n= y E 
C(x9 Y))* 
Proof. The first part is obvious. For the second, let A C w be 
arbitrary, and choose h to be a unary function recursive in A(“), but 
not & or nz in A. By Lemma 17, let F be a 2n + 1 -ary function, 
F < TA, with F”’ = h. Let 65? be the unique X,-structure with domain 
w, in which < >, ( Jo , ( )I are interpreted as ( ), ( )0 , ( )r , and F,,” is 
interpreted as F. Then Grin is interpreted as Fn* = h. Since ( ), ( )0, 
( )r , F,,” are all interpreted to be recursive in A, and G,” is interpreted 
to be neither CE nor IJi in A, clearly no such C, or n, formula C can 
exist. 
Now let T, consist of the equations ((x), , (x)r) = x, ((y, z)),, = y, 
((Y> x)11 = x* We introduce the abbreviations P2(x, y) = (x, y), 
pn+l(xl ,--*P xn+1) = p2(xl Y pn(x2 P--*9 xn+l)), ul(x) = Cx)O 9 vl(x) = lx)1 3 
U,+,(x) = Ul( v&9), I,+, = ~,(~,(x)), where 1 < m, 2 < n. 
LEMMA 19. For 2 < n, 1 < m < n, we have T,, /= P,( U1(x),. .., 
Un-l(x), v%(X)) = X, To I= Um(Pn(% y**.> xn)) = %a , To I= vn(f’n(% y***, 
XnN = xn * 
Proof. By inspection. 
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The theories S, involve different relational types, and numbers of 
equations. We can use Lemma 19 to collapse several variables into one, 
several function symbols into one, and several equations into one, to 
obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 20. For 0 < n, we can associate an equation s = t involving 
only symbols from X0 or the two unary function symbols F, G, such that the 
following holds. For all X0 u {F}-structures a, 39 + T, U {s = t}, if 
@&yF=y xouW~ then GZ = 39. In addition, there is no C,, or n, 
ormula C(x, y) such that To u {s = t> + (Vx)(Vy)(G(x) = y * 
C(x, Yb 
THEOREM 5. There is a unary function symbol G and a$nite relational 
type X consisting of one binary function symbol and three unary function 
symbols such that the following holds. For each 0 < n we can effectively 
associate a conjunction ~4 of four equations, obeying the hypotheses of the 
(X, X u (G))-deJinabiZity theorem, such that the conclusion does not hold 
for any C,L formulas. 
Proof. Obvious from Lemma 20 and the fact that T,, has three 
axioms. 
Let $ satisfy the hypotheses of the (X, Y)-definability theorem. Then 
(gx : S? + 1,4 and ~3 is an X u Y-structure) is an elementary class. This 
is an immediate consequence of the (X, Y)-definability theorem. In 
fact, if there are C, formulas obeying the conclusion of the (X, Y)- 
definability theorem for Z/J, and $ is a x,-formula, then {gx : S3 + # 
and S? is an X u Y-structure) is axiomatized by a Cn+m formula. 
Let /Jo be the set of all consequences of Z/J that are X-formulas. 
Obviously +1 is the set of all formulas that hold in all elements of the EC 
class {ax : ~3 + $ and .4? is an X u Y-structure). From this, we im- 
mediately obtain the following. 
PROPOSITION. Let # obey the hypotheses of the (X, Y)-definability 
theorem. If $ is C, , and there are C, formulas obeying its conclusion, then 
#x is axiomatized by a &m formula. 
We therefore see that Theorem 6 below is a strengthening of 
Corollary 1. 
LEMMA 2 1. There is a .9(K(O))-f ormula 01 such that the following is 
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tme. If %(O) f in exactly k steps, then every instance of induction for C”, 
formulas is a consequence of K(e) + 01, and K(e) + LY has an w-model. 
Proof. Take 01 to be a suitable instance of induction for Z(K(O))- 
formulas. 
LEMMA 22. There is a number q such that the following is true. If 
~~(0) T in exactly k + q steps, then every instance of induction for Ck 
Z( Tz)-formulas is a consequence of K(e) + 01, and K(e) has an w-model. 
THEOREM 6. There are disjoint finite relational types X, Y, such that 
the following holds. There is no recursive function p on w, such that for all 
quantifier free X-formulae # obeying the hypotheses of the (X, Y)-de$- 
nubility theorem, there is a Cp(+(*)) axiomatization of #r . 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 22, together with the fact that no 
consistent set of XI, 9(T,)-f ormulas can have all instances of induction 
for &+l .Y( T,)-formulas as consequences. 
Theorem 5 is likewise strengthened by Theorem 7 below. 
LEMMA 23. Let A C w, 0 < n, and let h be a 3-ary function recursive 
in Atn). Then there is a 2n + 3-ary function F < rA such that Fql* = h. 
Proof. Same as for Lemma 21. 
LEMMA 24. For each 0 < n there is a recursive function H, such that 
the following holds. If e is the giidel number of a 3-ary function h recursive 
in wtn), then H,(e) is the godel number of a 2n + 3-ary recursive function 
F such that Fn* = h. 
LEMMA 25. For each 0 6 n there is a recursive function I~ such that the 
following holds. For all e, e 6 wfn+l) a8 I,(e) is the gddel number of a 3-ary 
* function h recursive in ofn) such that h+ exists. For all e, I,(e) is the godel 
number of a 3-ary function recursive in wtn). 
Proof. Take I%(e) to be the godel number of the 3-ary function h 
given by h(x, y, z) = z + 1 if $‘“‘(x) T in exactly z steps, and y = 0; 
0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 26. For each 0 < n, there is a recursive function Jn such that 
the following holds. For all e, e $ o~(~+l) zy J,(e) is the gddel number of a 
2n + 3-ary recursive function F such that Fn+l* exists. 
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LEMMA 27. If 2 < n, then {e: e is the godel number of a recursive 
function F such that Fn* exists} is not Ci . 
THEOREM 7. There is a unary function symbol G, and a finite relational 
type X consisting of one binary function symbol and three unary function 
symbols such that the following holds. For each 0 < n we can effectively 
associate a conjunction # of four equations, obeying the hypotheses of the 
(X, X u {G})-defkability theorem, such that there is no x:, axiomatization 
oflcrx* 
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